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02, ReconV2 FatShark have updated their Attitude range with this classy 10th Anniversary Edition to provide a classic FPV Headset. This limited-edition headset comes with a red trim to give it a spectacular, special look. The V4 attitude comes with all the excellent features like the 32 Degree Field of View (FOV), 4:3 VGA display for the most exciting
viewing. There is a built-in DVR to record all your flights with ease. In addition, there is a new 5.8 GHz OLED 32 channel video receiver to provide better image stability with improved signal sensitivity. The receiver has an easy-to-use one-touch feature band with channel scanning and spectrum analyzer for a clean and easy channel selection. To keep your
viewing extra clear and fog free there is a built-in exhaust fan. Is there a better way than to have a party and celebrate the 10th anniversary of Fatsharks than with the new Attitude V4 10th anniversary edition of the FPV headset? For extreme FPV flights. Особенности: Новый OLED 32 канал приемник модуль с улучшенной чувствительностью сигнала и
стабильностью 32 поле зрения (FOV)58-72mm IPD Диапазон (регулируемый) » 4:3 VGA 640 х 480 дисплей NTSC / PAL авто выбора » 9DOF 3-осевой головной трекер » Модульный приемник Bay » Цифровой видеомагнитофон (DVR) (без аудио DC) в: 7'13V (2S-3S) » Потребление энергии: 2.7W Включает: Отношение V4 Годовщина
Издание HeadsetBrand новый OLED 32 канал приемник модуль с улучшенной чувствительностью сигнала и stabilitySpiroNET omni antenna1000 мАч батареи со светодиодным индикаторомБаттерный заряд кабеля Циппер нести caseCleaning ткань Пожалуйста, обратите внимание: Разоблачение for direct light sources will damage the LCD
LCD supported by Fatshark Attitude V4 10th Anniversary Edition FPV Headset - HobbyKing Product Video Download Video Only registered users can upload videos. Please log in or register Alexa Verified Shopper Dec 01, 2018 good glasses with a clear, decent screen size. In the match with the Aomway Clover antenna they are brilliant for FPV Kate (en)
Verified buyer June 23, 2017 got them a couple of days ago after spending a couple of weeks trying to resolve between them and Dom 3s. Got to try House 3s, which were much better than my old predators with much larger screens. Decided on Attitude V4s, though, which are brilliant for what I want, the face of the plate and the fan work great, and I wonder
how I flew without them with fogging screens, big screens and very clear photos, dvr, which I thought I would never use, but it is set to record on food, a large receiver and 3 axis head tracker all as standard as well as you can change the rx for a change on the left side of the bay. Works a lot less than Doms as tracker and rx are extras. Reddy Verified Buyer
May 24, 2017 Amazing for the first pair of FPV glasses, good build quality and both the addition of a new rx and dvr. One question is whether these fit modules like Furious FPV in true-D V3 Download file Only registered users can download files. Please log in or sign up to start helping your fellow lovers today! I've just got in! The Fat Shark Attitude V4
Jubilee Edition comes DroneShop.nl. Here you will read about my experience with it compared to the Fat Shark Dominator V3. Will also be used with Vortex 150.Read here as a go-to diversity receiver from True-D.Commemorate Fat Shark 10th Year with a brand new AttitudeV4 Anniversary Edition headset that combines consumer favorite 32 field of view
(FOV), 4:3 VGA display and specialty pricing. This limited edition red trim glasses comes with a digital VCR (DVR) and included, a 5.8G OLED receiver made to the V4 ratio of the classic FPV headset. Included, easy-to-use receiver has the ability to change the range with a single tap, scan channels and spectrum analyzer for a clean and simple channel
selection. The V4 AttitudeFirst of all, when unpacking this I was struck by the bright red finish. This will make your inner flying pimp shine on the field. Its assembly is similar to the Dominator V3. And then make another unpacking video, one below, pretty sweet. ProsThe new receiver is a good addition and what it lacks is the variety it makes up for in usability!
The OLED screen makes a good change from the drop switches on previous versions and has been put to good use. As well as a clear display Channel and therefore the frequency that you are being configured for, the receiver includes a frequency scanner. Now you can see which channels are being used and the power of the signal on each channel,
which makes the setting Feed a friend is much easier. In addition, fat sharks claim to improve performance from the receiver, with higher sensitivity. This should mean less clutter and generally a clean video feed, perhaps eliminating the need to customize diversity in most cases. The fat shark seems to be stuck with what they know as far as optics are
concerned. While it's not a step forward, I like that they haven't released a couple more glasses with huge FOV and blurry images. Instead, buyers can be sure that they will get a clear image and a screen, which is a perfectly reasonable size. In addition, the DVR at this price is a big plus. compared to the V3 without a DVR it's only 50 bucks more. Making this
is a good price against the functionality of the glasses. ConsIt is disappointing to see another set of fat shark glasses released without diversity. The revamped receiver settled on what most in the hobby would like to see, which is a pity. For most, this would mean buying an additional (diversity) receiver, but without the second module of the bay, it limits the
choice. Although diversity has become the most anticipated, it is needed only by a small number of pilots. Think about how often you need an advantage as an omni and high profit-directed antenna, not often. The size of the battery is somewhat underwhelming. It is understood that the fat shark has released a cool-looking colour matching battery to go with a
red board, but why limit it to just 1000 mAh? The standard version of the 1800 mAh 2S would be much more useful, but without turning it on, additional battery purchases are virtually guaranteed. It would be good if there were also reds, not blue ones. Matching the theme  but hey, beggars can't be a choice. The lack of HDMI input will either kill these
points or will not be a problem and is completely personal. I love connecting to an HD channel or PC, but if you only intend to use an analog channel, it's not a problem. VerdictMy's overall impression of the V4 attitude, like the 10th Anniversary Edition release, is that I would like to see something more innovative. What is most exciting is the new receiver
module, which should also be released separately soon, but eventually there are already aftermarket versions that do more. If you already have fat shark glasses, they may not be for you, but... For those starting with hobbies or wanting to step up from the screen window glasses, V4s offer a great overall package at a very attractive price! Included
Accessories: Brand new OLED 32 channel receiver module with improved signal sensitivity and stabilitySpiroNET omni antenna1000 mAh battery with LED indicatorBatter charge cable zipper carry caseOptional Accessories:1G3 thick shark, 2.4GHz Thick Modules SharkOptional Diopter lenses insets: -2, -6pt dpt Battery (FSV1803)High capacity 18650
battery случае (FSV1814)Пожалуйста, обратите внимание: Разоблачение объектива для прямых источников света приведет к повреждению LCDHDMI ввода и DVR аудио не поддерживаютсяManuals:FSV1048-ATTITUDE V4-Manual-RevB.pdf FSV1048-ATTITUDE V4-Spec-RevA.pdfAttitude V4 Опыт действительно захватывающий опыт
полета с Отношение V4 гарнитура от жира акулы. Эта гарнитура Anniversary Edition оснащена дисплеем разрешения VGA (640 x 480) с полем обзора 32 градусов и встроенным видеорегистратором, который записывает видео на карты microSD/SDHC размером до 32 ГБ. На борту находится 3-осевое отслеживание головок, что
позволяет управлять панорамированием, наклоном и креном установленной на самолете камеры FPV (продается отдельно) с помощью движения гарнитуры. Приемник 5,8 ГГц с собственным простым для чтения OLED-дисплеем также включен, наряду с круговой антенной SpiroNET, несущим корпус, и батареей емкостью 1000 мАч.
Brightness/contrast RX power switch Channel select Display mode Low-battery warning Volume controlFat Shark FSV1048 SpecsOpticsField of View32° diagonalInterpupillary Distance2.3 to 2.7 / 59 to 69 mmDisplayTypeLCD, NTSC/PAL auto selectingResolutionHeadset: 640 x 480 (VGA)RecordingFormatMJPG compression, 30 fps, AVIBitrate6
MbpsStoragemicroSD/SDHC up to 32 GBInterfaceInput/Output1 x 3.5 mm AV in/out 1 x Power port 1 x 3.5 mm headphone jack 1 x MiniDIN4 data port (for head tracking module) 1 x microSD slot 1 x RF module portGeneralPower Supply7 to 13 V (2S/3S supply)Power Consumption400 mA (wireless mode, at 7.4 V nominal) 220 mA direct mode (no RX, at 7.4
V nominal)Dimensions6.6 x 3.3 x 2.8 (168 x 83 x 71 mm)Weight6.8 oz (193 g)ReceiverFrequency5 GHzDisplayOLEDPower Supply3.3 to 5 VSensitivity≤ -90 dBInput Level-90 to +5 dBmOperational Temperature14 to 149°F (-10 to 65°C)Dimensions1.7 x 1.0 (42 x 25 mm)Weight0.4 oz (11.4 g)Packaging InfoPackage Weight1.4 lbBox Dimensions (LxWxH)8 x
5.6 x 4 4
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